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Disclaimer
Though we have made forward looking statements in our white paper, all statements 
in our white paper are based on publicly mentioned historical data. We are making no 
futuristic statements as nothing in this white paper is meant to convene an o�er any 
securities or any investments.

 Modi Coin Is A Token Not Security
This White paper contains forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks 
and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical facts, included in 
this White paper regarding our strategy, future operations, regulatory process, future 
�nancial position, future revenue, projected costs, prospects, plans, strategic relation-
ships, joint venture relationships, objectives of management and expected market 
growth are forward- looking statements.

No Guarantees Of Value 
The acquiring of MODI Coin guarantees no pro�ts or losses. We have diligently fol-
lowed a sensible approach to our smart contract deployment with a strategy. Howev-
er, we hold no guarantees of the future outcomes of our Smart Token.

Associated Risks
The acquiring of MODI Coin may carry the usual levels of risks. You should carefully 
consider the risks prior to making any purchase decisions. The MODI Coins White 
paper has commented on historical cryptographic market information but with no rel-
ativity of future market of The MODI Coin. The risk factors in the crypto industry are 
variable and The MODI Coin White paper makes no guarantees of success or failure 
whatsoever. We are entering markets with competition. Hence, we make no guaran-
tees of market share, value or pro�t abilities.

MODI Coin Are Not An Investment
Although we have deployed the MODI Coin with a positively reasonable conditionali-
ty and with e�cacy of relative events, the MODI Coin are not meant to be investments. 
With this white paper we undertake no obligations and responsibilities towards the 
up and down trends of the Smart-chain. Future events and applicable laws may lead 
to change in our expectations, views and plans also. 
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                                     1 - Blockchain & Bitcoin

The biggest achievement of the last century was the arrival of the internet. It 
converted regular economies to a shared global economy. Classic example Uber, 
amazon, eBay, Airbnb and more. As we moved into the new millennium, emerged the 
rise of a new generation of Internet based technology known as the Blockchain. Today, 
the blockchain has become a super phenomenon mainly because of its iron strong 
decentralized digital coding system. This popular phenomenon is now setting the 
tone for the digital �nancial culture and traditions for the next 100 years. But the 
Blockchain only gained popularity in 2009 by building its own currency by the name 
of Bitcoin.

In 2010 the �rst tangible transaction using bitcoin occurred. And surprisingly it was an 
order of two PAPA JONES Pizzas for 10,000 bitcoins. Bitcoins were cheap 12 years ago. 
Through the following years, Bitcoin continued to trade with fraction of cents 
increments to arrive at its price today, which has touched USD 60,000/- approx.

Imagine how the tables have turned in a matter of just 12 years. Today, if you multiply 
10,000 bitcoins with its current value and think of how many papa jones pizza 
branches you can buy with it. 

But Bitcoin Blockchain advocated de-centralization of the whole existing �nancial 
ecosystem. To convert the current �nancial eco-system into a global digital currency 
ecosystem would only happen with the creation of other blockchain currencies and 
Tokens. Thus, ex- changes and coins like Binance also gained massive popularity. 
Because to cater to masses with digital currency makes trustworthy sense if other 
players came in.

“The global market for blockchain is expected to reach $5 Trillion by the 
year 2022.”
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2 - Smart Tokens

Smart Tokens based on multiple blockchain solutions will be the undisputed next 
generation of the World Wide Web. Why? Because this technology is going to touch all 
our lives in the future individually and business wise. Think about it. All currencies at 
the moment are backed by Governments. But is there any currency module which is 
truly decentralized and global? Or at least has the potential to become replacement to 
the existing physical currencies? Yes, there is. And it's called smart tokens or in a 
layman’s term “Crypto Currency.”

At the moment Binance leads the chart when it comes to trading volume. It is the No.1 
Digital Currency Trading Platform. Binance also have their own coin which is doing 
extremely well with an upward trend. Binance Exchange is also playing its fatherly role 
by adding millions and helping the crypto industry �nd global awareness. In recent 
news, Binance chain is bridging DEFI and CEFI with a 100-million-dollar support fund. 
Hence the Binance exchange is becoming more and more popular. Moreover, since all 
digital currency o�er limited quantities to increase demand. Saturation of popular 
digital smart coins and tokens are happening much sooner than anticipated. This 
saturation is inspiring gigantic upward trends in all cryptographic exchanges. The 
addition of big names as crypto clients such as Elon musk on the bandwagon is only 
making it easier for masses to understand and learn how quick adaption to smart 
tokens will everyone in more than many ways.
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3 - The Binance Smart Chain 
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4 - Introduction of modi coin 

Modicoin is India's �rst Cryptocurrency , dedicated to micro�nance industry. Modicoin 
is decentralized digital asset, based on blockchain technology. Modicoin's main 
objective is to promote micro�nance through blockchain technology.  modicoin is an 
initiative that can bring revolution in Digital payment platforms and micro�nance 
industry. The max Supply 1.5 Billion Modi initially ran on the BSC blockchain with 
BEP20 Standard but has since become the native coin of the Modi.Binance Smart 
Chain is a recent Development that bene�ts its users with a rich and growing digital 
asset Ecosystem like never seen before in the decentralized Exchange Spectrum Modi 
coin is the cryptocurrency issued By Binance Smart Chain and trades with the BNB 
coin. Modi Is Binance Smart Chain(BSC) Based(BEP-20) Coin Purpose of producing 
Modi is use in as trade in Exchange for lower and minimum Fees.100% decentralized 
Coin Most Advanced Blockchain .Our Coins will have names that can be customized, 
symbols, and the designated amount of decimals.
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5 - What Is MODI Coin Chain Future Asset

“Imagine if it took 3.8 seconds to settle a digital transaction.”

With further capitalization of the Binance Smart-chain, the need for smart contracts 
and smart tokens has arisen for multiple service sectors. The MODI Coin is being 
launched to align itself with the growing market of users of the Digital Coins and 
Tokens. MODI Coin will target the "micro�nance industry, hospitality, travel and 
tourism industry, pay bills, use as payment gateway to make smart contracts and 
smart agreements running on multiple blockchain ecosystem.

So, what are smart tokens? Smart tokens are based on the revolutionary smart chain 
that enable to settle contracts and send payments over the internet with �xed rules 
and without a third party.

Smart chain based Smart tokens are issued to users to help facilitate transactions 
against services & products. If you still don't understand what smart tokens are? Don’t 
worry. No one understood the internet when it was launched in the 90s. Lot of 
innovation around internet happened before people started to actually understand 
what it was. Look where we are now. The same type of innovation is happening again 
with the crypto currencies. Internet changed the ways of communications. 

“The digital currency is going to change the ways of the money.”
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6 - MODI Coin Mission Statement Is As Follows

As we progress our mission, the MODI Coin will gain wider and wider attention to 
become one of the most valuable tokens in the crypto eco-system. Our channel 
partners in the Travel and Tourism sector will be at the forefront of our smart token 
business model. Additionally, the good news is that we are launching on the Binance 
Smart-chain. The Binance Smart Chain by default optimized for ultra-fast internet 
movement. It’s also our mission to become a widely used smart token on the Binance 
Ecosystem and other blockchain platforms, DApps etc.

7 - Top 5 MODI Coin Goals

So while we are seeking capital recognition of our brilliant smart token here 
are our goals:

To saturate our 1.5 Billion limited supply to achieve scarcity and increase 
demand.

Extend global reach.

Connect with a diverse range of channel partners.

Steady ROI to stakeholders.

Share prosperity and help �ourish the Crypto Community.
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8 - Our Mission

We believe that Decentralization holds the key to empowering people around the 
world to better safeguard their rights, and that we are helping the world move in this 
direction by accelerating the transition to adopting cryptocurrency. We aspire to 
improve our world and improve the lives of poor people with use of blockchain 
technologies. We aspire that governments and businesses will be more e�cient, 
e�ective and responsive – and, that the individual members of society will be the 
primary bene�ciaries. We value the enthusiasm, skill and capabilities of our global 
blockchain community..

9 - Our vission

Modicoin's  main objective is to promote micro�nance through blockchain 
technology. Micro�nance has been developed to help the under privileged in 
procuring �nancial assistance with minimal hurdles in obtaining credit. It is 
understood better as lower loan amounts provided for smaller business at 
comparatively low interest. It works with the single goal of empowering the 
impoverished sector of the society in enabling them to make use of more 
opportunities.The application of blockchain in micro�nance will accelerate the 
industry which will help more and more small scale industries  to gain maximum 
bene�ts.  Blockchain has been popular with industries ever since its introduction. 
Blockchain technology can help create a digital  lending identity or a ledger with the 
borrowers economic histories providing for a credit history for those who does not 
have one. This can be used to assess credit worthiness.Creating a digital identity can 
also ensure e�cient repayment of loans with making it more accessible through smart 
contracts. The blockchain smart contract availability allows �nancial organizations 
create a bond based on the terms and conditions speci�ed for repaying the debt. 
Multiple use cases are available in the �nancial sector which leverage Blockchain and 
smart contracts. Blockchain based transactions come with promising features such as 
low cost, high speed, transparency, and security, and have driven the attention from 
many solution providers for designing Blockchain based payments solutions.
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Micro�nance, which is the lifeline of �nancial inclusion empowers the under privi-
leged and small businesses by providing small loans. While micro�nance o�erings im-
proved over a period of time, still there are setbacks which prevent the targeted sector 
of society from availing the bene�ts of these essential services. Some of the drawbacks 
include high interest rate, intervention of multiple intermediaries, non-standard eval-
uation methods, slow KYC process and lack of trust in the �nancial service providers 
and micro �nance institutions. Blockchain o�ers numerous possibilities to address 
these issues and transform the micro�nance industry as a whole.

10- Blockchain and Micro�nance

The conventional way of micro�nancing involves multiple intermediaries such as soci-
eties or agents. The cost of acquiring the customer and processing a loan will be high 
as the amount involved is much smaller compared to a normal commercial loan. This 
implies higher rate of interest for the loans to compensate the operational costs 
involved. With Blockchain the intermediaries can be avoided, and the decentralization 
feature eliminates the higher transaction costs.

Providing proper identi�cation documents is another pain point for the customer. The 
customer mostly being located in remote areas has less awareness of the processes 
and relies on the agents or other intermediaries for identity veri�cation. The lending 
institution also lacks direct contact with the customer. All these results in slowing up 
the entire KYC process which is essential for customer onboarding. Blockchain helps to 
create a digital identity of the customer. The customer information can be stored in a 
secured manner and can be accessed by the �nancial institutions. This eases the KYC 
process and reduces manual intervention as well.

Another struggle for the customer is to prove the credit worthiness. Being part of the 
unorganized sector of the society, it is di�cult for them to provide any credit history. 
Here Blockchain can help to create a ledger record using multiple attributes such as 
land records, �nancial transactions involving sale of goods, and other documents, so 
that a credit history can be provided for veri�cation by the �nancial institutions. As 
these records are immutable and cannot be tampered with, there is no cause of con-
cern for the �nancial institutions about the validity of these information.
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Another important aspect is the trust element as there is no direct contact between the bor-
rower and the �nancial institution in most of the cases. While the borrower is unaware about 
the various products and services and the costs involved in availing these, the �nancial insti-
tution always worry about the repayment capacity of the borrower. Blockchain using its 
smart contacts feature helps to create and record the contract between the borrower and 
the �nancial institution with the necessary terms and conditions. This provides transparen-
cy to both sides and ensures repayment of loans in an e�cient way. Another operating cost 
is the cost of collections after loan is disbursed which can be reduced by securing the pay-
ments through Blockchain.

Use cases: Moeda(Brazilian) and Uulala (Latin America)  are use cases with success stories 
where the Blockchain based micro�nance solution are used
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11 - Meet My Team

“Our vision is to establish MODI Coin as the go to currency of the existing 
users of the current �nancial system to convert them to blockchain based 
digital �nancial smart solutions.”

By buying in MODI Coin, you not only get a smart digital currency but you have also 
unintentionally or intentionally become a part of something great. That some- thing 
great is the new economic boom of the digital smart token network on the blockchain 
ecosystem, interacting with various business, commerce and �nance globally.

Unlike most physical currencies, the digital-currency is issued according to �xed rules. 
The real idea behind MODI Coin was to create a digital currency whose value couldn't 
be monopolized or controlled by any central authority. How great is that. The sooner 
this rationalization hits the public, the quicker they will draw to use the MODI Coin 
against various network of services. And as they continue to use our smart tokens, 
they will reap direct bene�ts without sharing with any intermediaries. And this is the 
real value of the MODI Coin.

CEO 
PRIYANK SARAN

CHIEF DEVELOPER 
KAVITA DOSHI

MARKETING HEAD
PRIYANKA JAIN

 https://www.linkedin.com/in/priyank-saran-18405a154 https://www.linkedin.com/in/kavita-dosh https://www.linkedin.com/in/priyanka-jain-b6b72322b

12 - MODI Coin is “Safe” 
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13 - Existing Currency, A Currency With Limitations 
Vs The Digital Currency

The existing currency is a currency with limitations. It is not only di�cult to transfer 
around the world, it does not really �t in with the shared global economic �nancial 
platform. The new world we are heading into cannot function without smartly cali-
brated electronic transaction with preset payment veri�cations without the need of a 
trusted third party. 

This is only possible with peer-to-peer online transfers of value through blockchain. It 
is an understatement to mention that crypto currency will lead the economic boom of 
commerce and �nance. Businesses will truly move online with presence of smart coins 
and smart tokens.

14 - Commerce Today Vs Commerce Tomorrow
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Commerce today is the spill-over by product of the last century. It's old and bound to 
become obsolete soon. To give an analogy, ask someone to trace a transaction con-
ducted 5 years ago. He or she wouldn’t be able to do this as that would be a big chal-
lenge for that person. It's not his fault. Traceability of paper trail has always been an 
issue in the current �nancial centralized sector.

But the new commerce of tomorrow, which is built on Blockchain, is entirely di�erent 
from the commerce of today. It superiorly contradicts the old centralized �nancial 
system. And with the world population growing in numbers unimagined, using physi-
cal currency that is printed in numbers unimagined. Because of these unforeseen 
numbers, the ratios of demand supply don’t match with each other.

The biggest case study for a need for smart token was brought forward by the �nan-
cial cri- sis in Greece. As the shortage of physical currency hit Greece, 1000s of people 
lined up in front of ATMs to get physical cash. Yes, Greece had no physical cash to give 
to its people. The existing �nancial system had failed the people of an entire country. 
What will happen if the same phenomenon hits the whole world? What if the physical 
currency starts failing the whole world?

What if there arises a huge shortage of physical cash. What will all of us do? This is why 
we call crypto currency as the smart �nancial revolution. Because the prosperity of 
digital money will defy the forces of physics to reach everyone and anyone through 
smart technological blockchain solutions powered by the internet and governed by 
decentralization and with no boundaries and no limits. Hence, it's safe to say the MODI 
Coin is on the right track.

15- MODI Coin Is Driven By Global Economic Factors

Our Smart Tokens are largely based on the existing macro & micro economic factors. 
The crazy oversupply and management of physical currency is causing de�ation. The 
existing global �nance and trade of physical currency is likely to diminish in the future. 
Therefore, as a consequential factor our MODI Coin, carrying the global macro focus, is 
likely to �ourish and bloom.

MODI Coin will be the consequential factors of lack of future currency in the current 
supply and demand parameters. Consider this, Smart tokens are built on to preserve
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the future of the global macro focus. Previously, we could only imagine a world with 
global decentralized digital currency.

But the beginning of 2021 and the launch of new smart tokens such as Dogecoin has 
created new realities. News is spreading like wild �re. The rumor mills are at work 
incessantly. 

“More pro�ts & less losses”

16 - Smart Token Economy

If you look at the current physical economic activity and then compare it with the 
existing smart economic activity. The data graphics will surprise you. Because of the 
inspiration of this freely available data. We humans, because we love great things, we 
will adapt quickly and attractively.

We like to live in the comfort zone. What could be more comforting than holding all 
your �nancial value with you, all the time, right where it belongs? “in your pocket.”

17 - MODI Coin Reserve Smart Tokens

Using the blockchain technology, the MODI Coin Reserve Smart Tokens are smart 
tokens aimed at providing solutions towards multiple vendor/supplier related 
services to you and me, with a global perspective. Using the bene�ts of blockchain 
technology, our smart tokens will target utilities of the hospitality, travel and tourism 
sector, to bring real services �nancial trades to be conducted through our smart 
contracts and tokens.

Our case is strong since the existing ecosystem fails to cater to the growing smart 
technology blockchain market. The new smart chain eco system is being formed in 
multiples as we write this paper.
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18 - Allocation Of MODI Coin

                            
                              COIN URL : https://modicoin.io/

19 - MODI Coin Reserve Smart Tokens

Using the blockchain technology, the MODI Coin Reserve Smart Tokens are smart 
tokens aimed at providing solutions towards multiple vendor/supplier related 
services to you and me, with a global perspective. Using the bene�ts of blockchain 
technology, our smart tokens will target utilities of the hospitality, travel and tourism 
sector, to bring real services �nancial trades to be conducted through our smart 
contracts and tokens.

Our case is strong since the existing ecosystem fails to cater to the growing smart 
technology blockchain market. The new smart chain eco system is being formed in 
multiples as we write this paper.

Token Name MODI

Coin Supply

Coin Circulation

1.5 Billion

1.49 Billion

Coin Allocation 1cr

Coin Precision

Contract

18 Decimal

BEP-20
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20 - Modinomics

 

 

 

Data is readily available. We will write contracts on this data on the blockchain using
the smart chain mechanism. The outcome of the smart contracts will be established.
And they will be secured as these smart contracts are built on blockchain. Mixing 
these smart contracts with the real world may be a challenge at the moment. However 
earlier �rst mover advantage will go to those with a more futuristic vision considering 
the historical cryptographic data available to all of us at the moment.

New cryptographic ecosystem is being built around global markets and will continue 
to expand exponentially considering its future value. And they will be secured as these 
smart contracts are built on blockchain.  Mixing these smart contracts with the real 
world may be a challenge at the moment.

1%

Core Token Sale
34%

Liquidity

   Charity

Private Investors
        MODS

Rewards

Marketing

Interest Free Lending for
 �nancially weak 
Women's Groups

20%

6%

4%

1%

2%

21 - MODI coin Revolution
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22 - Road Map

23 - ICO market distribution by industry, 2021

 

MODI Coin Concept, 
Market Research

Data storage9.4%

          Finance10.1%

Infrastructure38.4%

Trading & Investing13.8%    Payments 7.1%

Other 17.2%

4%Gaming & VR
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Q1
2021  MODICoin White Paper,

 Business Development
Token Generation 

Event: GFT, MODICoin 
Whitepaper,

Proof of Concept, Product
Development, Partner 

Integration

MODIMarket Development,
 More Cex Listings

Cross-chain Launch, Support
 for Multiple Assets

Q2
2021

Q3
2021

Q4
2021

Q1
2022

Q2
2022
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24 - Coin Sale

A coin sale — also commonly referred to as a initial  coin o�ering (“ICO”)* — is a limited 
period of sale of  a prede�ned number of crypto coins to the public,  typically in exchange 
for major crypto-currencies  (mainly Bitcoin and Ether).

25 - ICO vs IPO (initial public o�ering)

An initial coin o�ering is similar in concept to an initial public o�ering (IPO), both a process 
in which companies raise capital, while an ICO is an investment that gives the investor a 
cryptocoin, more commonly known as a coin in return for investment, which is quite di�er-
ent to the issuance of securities as is the case in an IPO investment.

26 - COMMUNITY

Here we maintain some technology that we are using  in developing system. Modi commu-
nity has been  decide use various and Binance Smart Chain to  building all system for 
Smooth and faster  performance.Our community keeps growing every  day. Please join our 
social platforms to get updates. Our short-  and medium-term objectives are to create the 
best  platform    in the market. We believe we can  Accomplish this feat by developing a 
decentralized  platform which is a unique blend of Modern  Blockchain Technology.

27 - Legal Disclamier

The objective here is to o�er descriptive information  to those with the sole intention of 
acquiring and  holding modi coins. This White Paper is Documented with the intent to intro-
duce modi  Community and its Product o�erings and the modi  coin to prospective coin 
holders in relevance with the proposed ICO and ongoing development  plans.The whitepa-
per is provided on an “as is” basis  without any warranties of any kind regarding the whitepa-
per and/or any content,data,materials, and/or services provided on the 
whitepaper. The  reader of the whitepaper agrees to arbitrate any  dispute arising from or in 
connection with the  whitepaper this disclaimer.
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24 - Conclusion

Blockchain promises a new wave of technological and �nancial transformation for micro�-
nance industry. Both the customers and the micro�nance institutions can reap the bene�ts 
by using the Blockchain based platform. Connecting all the players ( borrower/FI/ valua-
tors/KYC service providers etc.) in the ecosystem through Blockchain can lessen the time for 
loan processing, reduce the operational cost and increase transparency. The future might 
see substantial improvement in the quality and quantity of micro�nance products and ser-
vices o�ering, thereby augmenting �nancial inclusion to reach new heights.

Keep in Touch

 

 

 https://twitter.com/modi_coin?s=08

  https://t.me/modicoin88

 https://instagram.com/modicoin?utm_medium=copy_link

 https://www.facebook.com/modicoin88/
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 https://www.linkedin.com/in/modi-coin-0778b6227

 https://bscscan.com/token/0x370038c618c17946ecd2860c4aea3a5ef1fc77d2
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